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THE IMPORTANCE OF  
SIMULATION TURN-AROUND TIME 
Rapid simulation turn-around time is critical for 
high-functioning SoC teams because it enables a 
tight feedback cycle that teams use to constantly 
validate progress. Whether the result is a failed 
compile, passing simulation or anything in between, 
the sooner you get that result, the sooner you get 
to the next step and closer you get to your ultimate 
objective: passing silicon.

A big part of enabling that rapid turn-around time 
is a fast and effective build flow. Questasim has 
a few different options for optimizing build flows 
depending on your application. Let’s go through 
a few of those options, starting with a simple lump 
sum build and working our way through options that 
enable an optimal SoC build flow.

 
BUILDING FROM THE GROUND UP
Lump Sum Build 
A lump sum build is the simplest build approach. 
All the inputs into one bucket; that bucket of stuff 
compiled into one library; one compiled library 
produces the optimized simulator input (Figure 1).

At the sub-system level, a lump sum build approach 
may be all you ever need. From a file server point-
of-view, design and testbench infrastructure tend to 
be well contained so gathering tool inputs like file 

lists and test or configuration controls is relatively 
straightforward. Team sizes are relatively small at 2-5 
people so dependency questions are easy to answer. 
Most importantly, we’re usually using seconds to 
measure build times. Back in my verification days 
I was always hyper-sensitive to long build times. 
But even for me, lump sum build times were often 
perfectly acceptable.

Partitioned Compile 
A lump sum build is handy but it does reach its limit; 
the first signs of which are usually seen by teams 
that tend toward regular design IP integration and 
testbench layering. Instead of compiling a single 
library, smart design and testbench partitioning 
extends past the architecture to include compiled 
libraries. Libraries can be compiled independently, 
then collected into one optimized simulation input 
(Figure 2).

The value of a partitioned compile usually becomes 
apparent in larger sub-systems. There’s the 
immediate and obvious impediment of total compile 
time for a flat list of inputs. Avoiding any part of that 
can add up to minutes saved on each build. There’s 
also the engineering effort that goes into building 
the tool input where a shallow, distributed compile 
hierarchy helps to localize the knowledge and 
maintenance effort required.

Parallel Compile 
With a smart library partitioning strategy, the next 
natural step to address build turn-around time is 
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Figure 1: One Compiled Library Produces the Optimized Simulator Input
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parallel compile. The performance value here 
is pretty easy to quantify: more cores in parallel 
means shorter build time overall.

Pre-optimized Design Units (PDU) 
The SoC level presents the next significant 
opportunity for build flow optimization in the form 
of pre-optimized design units. PDUs extend the 
idea of individual compiled libraries a step further 
where large design hierarchies are compiled and 
optimized independently into PDUs. Those PDUs 
are then plugged in as-is to become part of the 
optimized input to the simulator (Figure 3).

PDUs are ideal for large or mature design 
hierarchies that change infrequently. For example, 
sub-system teams may drop new RTL on a weekly 
basis. In a build-once approach to integration, 

the SoC verification team can then take each RTL 
drop and create one or more PDUs that are used 
throughout the week. The PDUs substantially 
reduce the build cycles spent compiling and 
optimizing the design while the remaining build 
cycles are spent on the actively changing code base 
- presumably the testbench.

Elaboration Flow 
The final step in an optimized build flow comes  
via the Questasim elaboration flow. Users create 
an elaboration file on an initial testrun, then specify 
that file to avoid re-elaboration in subsequent runs 
(Figure 4 on the following page).

The elaboration flow is particularly valuable 
in regressions because the effect of removing 
elaboration time is multiplied across an entire 

Figure 3: Optimized Input to the Simulator

Figure 2: Optimized Simulation Input
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test suite. It’s ideal in cases where your primary 
test controls rely on run-time decision making; the 
notable example being the +UVM_TEST plusarg input 
for UVM test selection. UVM was specifically designed 
to break the dependency between test selection and 
test infrastructure to avoid per test build. As a result, 
Questasim’s elaboration flow is perfectly suited to 
performance sensitive UVM test regressions.

 
WHAT’S QRUN? 
A noteworthy enabler of optimized build flows in 
Questasim is qrun. Qrun is a command-line front-end 
released with Questasim 2019.4 that we recommend 
as an upgrade to the 3-step build/simulate flow.

While the 3-step flow of vlog, vopt and vsim has been 
successfully used for years, it was due for a makeover. 
On one hand it gives users intimate access to the 
simulator. On the flip side, the use model can present 
usability challenges to new users. It’s these usability 
challenges that qrun addresses.

For example, the 3-step flow is three steps! Qrun 
solves that by consolidating usage within a single 
command. The there’s the quirk of the 3-step flow 
is vsim running the GUI by default instead of batch 
mode. For me, running with the GUI has always 
been the exception so having batch as the default 
mode for qrun is a nice way to make my life easier. 
A few other notable challenges include needing to 
specify a name for the optimized image out of vopt, 
the obligatory two command vsim tcl input of -do 

“run -all; quit”, routing verilog and VHDL source files to 
the right compiler executable (i.e. vlog or vcom) and 
some switch redundancy between executables. In 
short, qrun eliminates a lot of the manual command 
line construction and linkage required in the 3-step 
flow. Personally, it makes qrun the friendly front-end I 
always wished Questasim had.

For new users, qrun is where you want to start. No 
question. I think the best way to describe qrun is 
that you can take your first steps without needing a 
manual or Google search results. Just invoke qrun 
with some combination of HDL input files. Easy... as it 
should be.

For long-time users, qrun is a streamlined version of 
the 3-step flow so I recommend users make the move 
to qrun. Even for power users pushing Questasim to 
the limits, the added ease-of-use will be compelling 
enough to change.

 
QRUN-ING AN OPTIMIZED  
BUILD FLOW 
Now that we know about qrun, let’s get back to the 
discussion around build flows and take a look at how 
we build them using qrun.

Lump Sum Build 
The lump sum build isn’t exactly notable, but it does 
give us a chance to highlight the simplicity of the qrun 
interface relative to the 3-step flow. Assuming a list 
of design files and another list of testbench files, just 

Figure 4: Avoid Re-elaboration in Subsequent Runs
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feed each into qrun as-is; that does all of compile, 
optimize and simulate without any other input 
required.

Partitioned Compile 
Breaking a design and testbench into multiple 
libraries is something that our customers do 
regularly. For that, the old 3-step flow would require 
vlib and vlog/vcom for each library. For qrun, we 
need similar instructions but less information. This 
is how you specify separate libraries for the design 
and testbench using the -makelib/-end switches:

Parallel Compile 
Now a big step forward where we can parallelize 
the compilation and distribute it across multiple 
cores. Adding the -parallel switch to the command 
line turns on parallel compile. From there, qrun 
determines dependencies and an optimal number 
of cores then launches the jobs to match the 
dependencies.

Pre-optimized Design Units (PDUs) 
The interface to the PDU flow is similar to the 
partitioned library compilation. Use the -makepdu/-
end switches to specify the PDU libraries and 
hierarchies, then qrun optimizes that PDU as an 
independent entity.

Elaboration Flow 
The elaboration flow is two steps. The first step 
produces an elaboration file through the addition 
of the -elab switch. In the second step, the elab file is 
used for simulation only in subsequent calls to qrun. 
The more sims you run, the more the elaboration 
flow saves you.

INCREMENTAL  
COMPILE/OPTIMIZE 
Another feature of qrun worth mentioning at this 
point is an incremental compile and optimize. 
Incremental compile and optimize is integral to 
the way qrun processes file input. Files are only 
re-compiled if they change; PDUs are only rebuilt 
if dependencies change. This is another out-of-the-
box convenience upgrade relative to the 3-step 
flow. Incremental compile is available in the 3-step 
flow, but with qrun it’s on by default.

 
YOUR OPTIMAL BUILD FLOW 
To summarize, Questasim users have a lot of 
flexibility when it comes to finding the build flow 
that’s right for them. Whether you’re verifying a 
small sub-system as a one-person team or an entire 
SoC with a much larger team, the combination of 
compiled library partitioning, PDUs, parallelism 
and elaboration flow are the tools you need for an 
optimal build flow and reduced build times.

qrun -makelib tb_lib -f tb_files.f -end \
          -makelib design_lib -f design_files.f -end \
          -makepdu design_top design_lib.top -L design_lib -end \
          -parallel

qrun -makelib tb_lib -f tb_files.f -end \
          -makelib design_lib -f design_files.f -end \
          -makepdu design_top design_lib.top -L design_lib -end \
          -parallel \
          -elab elab.output -do “quit”
qrun -load_elab elab.output -do “run -all; quit”

qrun -f tb_files.f -f design_files.f

qrun -makelib tb_lib -f tb_files.f -end \
          -makelib design_lib -f design_files.f -end

qrun -makelib tb_lib -f tb_files.f -end \
          -makelib design_lib -f design_files.f -end \
          -parallel
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